Understanding the Origin of Understanding the Origin of Morphological Differences in Galaxies Morphological Differences in Galaxies • • Is the morphology Is the morphology --density relation (MDR) a fundamental density relation (MDR) a fundamental relationship or is it a consequence of some other relationship or is it a consequence of some other underlying correlation (e.g., underlying correlation (e.g., galaxy mass galaxy mass --density density relationship)? relationship)? --Is the morphological population
Is the morphological population set mostly by environmental set mostly by environmental processes or initial conditions? Is the answer to this processes or initial conditions? Is the answer to this question dependent on question dependent on galaxy mass? galaxy mass? --When does the MDR get established?
When does the MDR get established? --How do the morph. populations of galaxies in clusters and How do the morph. populations of galaxies in clusters and the field vary with redshift? the field vary with redshift? --The evolution in The evolution in morphological morphological composition as functions of radius, composition as functions of radius, density, SFR, density, SFR, galaxy mass are powerful constraints on galaxy galaxy mass are powerful constraints on galaxy formation models. formation models.
--What are the progenitors of current epoch S0 galaxies?
What are the progenitors of current epoch S0 galaxies? Do Do mergers play an important role in morphological mergers play an important role in morphological transformation transformation of cluster galaxy populations?
of cluster galaxy populations? --Data suggested there is detectable Data suggested there is detectable evolution in the morphological evolution in the morphological composition of clusters over the composition of clusters over the past ~5 past ~5 Gyrs Gyrs: z~0.5 to the present : z~0.5 to the present epoch (Dressler et al 1997; epoch (Dressler et al 1997; Fasano Fasano et al. 2000; et al. 2000; Treu Treu et al. 2003 
Evolution in MDR Evolution in MDR
The increase in the early The increase in the early--type type fraction with increasing density fraction with increasing density is less rapid at z~1 than at z~0. is less rapid at z~1 than at z~0. Consistent with environmentally Consistent with environmentally driven transformation of late driven transformation of late ----> > early types. early types. S0 fraction S0 fraction at z~1 is at z~1 is <50% of its <50% of its z~0 value but consistent with its z~0 value but consistent with its z~0.5 value (e.g., Dressler et al. z~0.5 value (e.g., Dressler et al. 1997; Fasano et al. 2000; 1997; Fasano et al. 2000; Treu Treu et et al. 2003 ) al. 2003 No significant evolution seen in No significant evolution seen in elliptical population fraction elliptical population fraction --density relation. density relation. Does not imply Does not imply cosmic E pop doesn cosmic E pop doesn' 't increase t increase with time, however. with time, however. Lewis et al. 2002; 1978; Lewis et al. 2002; G Gó ómez mez et al. 2003) et 
